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Abstract
In preparation for next step burning plasma devices such as ITER, experimental studies of instabilities and
confinement of energetic ions were performed on Joint European Torus (JET) and on Mega-Amper Spherical
Tokamak (MAST) with innovative diagnostic techniques, in conventional and shear-reversed plasmas, exploring
a wide range of effects for energetic ions. A compendium of recent results testing capabilities of the present-day
facilities for burning plasma relevant study is presented in this paper. ‘Alpha tail’ production using 3rd harmonic
ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) of 4 He beam ions has been employed on JET for studying 4 He of the
megaelectronvolt energy range in a ‘neutron-free’ environment. The evolution of ICRH-accelerated ions of 4 He
with E  1.7 MeV and D with E  500 keV was assessed from nuclear gamma-ray emission born by the fast
ions colliding with Be and C impurities. A simultaneous measurement of spatial profiles of fast 4 He and fast D
ions relevant to ITER was performed for the first time in positive and strongly reversed magnetic shear discharges.
Time-resolved gamma-ray diagnostics for ICRH-accelerated 3 He and H minority ions allowed changes in the fast
ion distribution function to be assessed in the presence of unstable toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) and sawteeth.
a

See the appendix of Pamela J. et al 2004 Proc. 20th IAEA Conf. on Fusion
Energy 2004 (Vilamoura, 2004) (Vienna: IAEA).
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Studies of energetic particles on JET and MAST

A significant decrease of gamma-ray intensity from protons with E  5 MeV was detected during the ‘tornado’
modes. This was interpreted as ‘tornado’-induced loss of fast ions with the drift orbit width, f , comparable to the
minor radius of tokamak a. Experiments performed in the opposite case, f /a  1, for ICRH-accelerated 3 He ions
with E  500 keV, have shown excitation of numerous Alfvén eigenmodes without a significant degradation of the
fast ion confinement. The stabilizing effect of fast particles on ‘monster’ sawteeth was experimentally found to fail
in low-density plasmas with high power ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF)-heating. The transition from
the ‘monster’ to short-period ‘grassy’ sawteeth was investigated with different ICRF phasing, which controls the
pinch-effect and radial distribution of ICRF-accelerated ions. Instabilities excited by super-Alfvénic beam ions were
investigated on the spherical tokamak MAST. Due to higher values of β and a higher proportion of fast ions on MAST
than on JET, a wider variety of modes and nonlinear regimes for the Alfvén instabilities were observed, including
the explosive TAE-regimes leading to the formation of hole-clump pairs on the fast ion distribution function. The
MAST and START data showed that TAE and chirping modes decrease both in their mode amplitudes and in the
number of unstable modes with increasing β.
PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.55.Pi, 52.70.La, 52.55.Hc

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Losses and redistribution of fast ions due to magnetic field
topology and fast ion driven instabilities such as Alfvén
eigenmodes (AEs) and fishbones, as well as the fast particle
effects on sawteeth represent major challenges for predicting
with confidence plasma heating, fast ion dynamics and
transport in the next-step burning plasma devices such as ITER
[1]. Although the complete and self-consistent investigation of
a burning plasma is only possible in a burning plasma machine,
the use of existing tokamak facilities can now approach
some of the important problems, such as developing fast
ion diagnostics and studying fast particle confinement. Two
facilities, Joint European Torus (JET) and the Mega-Amper
Spherical Tokamak (MAST), have been used for approaching
the problem of experimentally measuring fast particle profiles
and confinement and for identifying characteristic instabilities
driven with trapped and passing ions over a wide range of
plasma parameters. The aim of this paper is to present a survey
of recent results demonstrating the capabilities of the existing
facilities in burning plasma relevant studies. More complete
and in-depth studies of every experiment described here require
a longer time and will be presented in future publications.
On JET, a trace tritium experiment was performed [2]
in order to gain information on tritium transport and on fast
ions [3, 4], and an ‘α-simulation’ experiment similar to [5]
was performed in helium plasma with a significant population
of 4 He ions accelerated to the megaelectronvolt energy range
with ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF). The aim of the
‘α-simulation’ experiment was to model the burning plasma,
which will have several different groups of fast ions with
comparable energy contents, but with essentially different
distribution functions. In the case of ITER, these fast ions will
be as follows: α-particles, deuterium neutral beam injection
(NBI) in the megaelectronvolts range and ions accelerated with
ICRF waves. In order to delineate the effects of α-particles and
other fast ions under these conditions, simultaneous diagnosis
of these fast ion populations with certain time and space
resolutions is crucial, and development of such diagnostics
for burning plasmas is paramount. Diagnostics based on
nuclear gamma-ray emission [6] from fast ions colliding

with main plasma impurities, such as carbon and berillium,
performed very well in JET trace tritium experiments [3]
and were the focus of the ‘α-simulation’ and some other
experiments. A significant range of phenomena affecting fast
ions of different types, i.e. 4 He, 3 He, D and H, accelerated with
ICRF-heating techniques was explored. In the ‘α-simulation’
experiment, the flexibility of the ICRF plant on JET was used
for accelerating ITER-relevant fast ions of 4 He and D up to the
megaelectronvolt energy range [5].
Section 2 of this paper describes JET experiments on
diagnosing multiple ICRF-heated fast ion populations via
nuclear gamma-ray emission [6] in conventional and shearreversed plasmas. The main problem of this experiment
was to develop a scenario, in which the technique of 4 He
beam acceleration with the 3rd harmonic ICRF [5] could be
combined with shear-reversed equilibrium in helium plasma.
This problem has been successfully solved, and during this
experiment simultaneous measurements of both 4 He and D
fast ion profiles have been performed for the first time [7].
A search for plasma conditions leading to a significant loss
of energetic ions in both the prompt orbit/classical collision
regime and in the presence of toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes
(TAEs) was performed. Prompt orbit losses of fast 4 He in
the form of ‘hot spots’ on the first wall were observed in
the ‘α-tail production’ experiment in strong reversed shear
equilibrium and these are discussed in section 2. A strong
decrease of gamma-ray emission coming from fast protons
during the ‘tornado’ mode activity (these modes are identified
as TAEs within the q = 1 radius) has been detected in JET
experiments with hydrogen minority ICRF-heating. These
data are presented in section 3.
Section 4 describes dedicated experiments aiming at timeresolved gamma-ray measurements of fast 3 He ions in the
presence of unstable AEs in shear-reversed plasmas. The fast
ion orbit width was quite small in this experiment, f /a  1,
and in spite of numerous AEs excited with the fast ions, no
significant degradation of fast ions measured either by total
intensity of the gamma-ray emission or by detecting the hot
spots at the first wall was observed.
Section 5 describes JET experiments on further studies
of sawteeth in low-density plasmas with high power
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The development of burning/ignited plasma based on the
reaction D + T → 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14 MeV) requires a
thorough investigation of fusion-born α-particles (4 He ions
with birth energy 3.5 MeV) in order to assess with confidence
the α-particle behaviour in a DT power plant [1]. Previously,
the behaviour of α-particles has been studied successfully in
full-scale DT experiments on the TFTR [12] and JET [13]
tokamaks. It is however important to search for possible
techniques of producing a significant population of 4 He ions
in the megaelectronvolt energy range in a non-activating
plasma scenario without the complications of a full-scale DT
campaign [5]. Such techniques could be of special importance
for testing α-diagnostics and for obtaining information on the
confinement of 4 He ions in the relevant energy range in the
early non-activated phase of a reactor operation.
On JET, the ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) at
the 3rd cyclotron harmonic of 4 He beam ions was successfully
used for accelerating 4 He from 120 keV up to THe ∼ 1.1 ±
0.4 MeV energy [5]. During such acceleration, a steadystate distribution function of fast 4 He ions with density
−3
nfast
was obtained in ‘neutron-free’ (neutron rate
He /ne ≈ 10
Rn  1014 s−1 ) helium H-mode plasmas with monotonic
q(r)-profiles. The temperature and density of fast 4 He in
these experiments were close to the obtained α-particle values
in the record DT discharge #42976 on JET, Tα ∼ 1 MeV,
nα /ne ≈ 4 × 10−3 , with neutron rate, Rn ≈ 5.7 × 1018 s−1
[13], but were obtained at four orders of magnitude lower
neutron rates. In contrast to the real burning plasma, the ICRH
discharges produce an anisotropic distribution function of 4 He
with the fast ion profiles not determined by thermal ions as in
burning plasma. Nevertheless, the ‘α-production’ technique
[5] was found to be very useful for developing gamma-ray
diagnostics [6, 7] of fast 4 He in the megaelectronvolt range,
and it significantly stimulated physics studies without the need
for an expensive DT operation.
Here, we report on JET experiments combining the α-tail
production technique [5] with strongly reversed magnetic shear
and current holes (CH) [14,15] scenarios targeting the internal
transport barriers (ITBs). These scenarios were among the
priority considerations for validating the physics of fast 4 He
ions as the confinement of α-particles may be vulnerable in
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ICRF-heating, when the fast ions fail to stabilize ‘monster’
sawteeth [8]. Quite a sharp threshold in plasma density was
found to exist for the transition from a long-period monster
sawtooth to a short-period and less regular ‘grassy’ sawtooth.
This transition to grassy sawteeth was found to correlate with
stronger fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) emission from
supra-thermal electrons.
Section 6 is devoted to instabilities excited by superAlfvénic fast ions in NBI-heated plasmas on the spherical
tokamak MAST. Due to higher values of β and a higher
ratio of βfast /βthermal on MAST, a wider variety of modes
(including ‘chirping’ modes [9,10]) and nonlinear regimes for
the instabilities were observed [11]. However, it was found
experimentally that the number of unstable core-localized
modes on MAST decreases with increasing βthermal .
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Figure 2. Magnetic spectrogram showing ACs and SRS sawtooth
(vertical line at t = 4.8 s) in JET discharge #63038.

such regimes [16, 17] and direct experimental observations of
confined fast ions are highly desirable.
Figure 1 shows the typical waveforms of high-power
ICRH applied at 51 MHz in order to accelerate the lowpower ‘seed’ 4 He beam with energy 110 keV, that efficiently
couples to the RF-wave because of the beam particle finite
Larmor radius. LHCD was applied during the inductive
current ramp-up in order to obtain strong-reversed shear
equilibrium, while the magnetic field ramp-up is used for
increasing the coupling of LHCD. In the absence of the
MSE measurements in these helium plasma and helium NBI
discharges, MHD spectroscopy based on Alfvén cascades
(ACs) [18–20] shown in figure 2 and on strong-reversedshear (SRS) sawteeth [21] was the main indicator of the
shear-reversal equilibrium. Spatial profiles of 4 He ions
with energy >1.7 MeV were measured in discharges with
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Profile of gamma-ray emission from (a) 4 He ions in case of monotonic q(r)-profile, (b) 4 He ions in strongly reversed shear case,
(c) D ions in case of monotonic q(r)-profile.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) ICRH-accelerated 4 He ion orbit for figure 3(a), (b) ICRH-accelerated 4 He ion orbit for figure 3(b), (c) ICRH-accelerated D ion
orbit for figure 3(c).

monotonic (figure 3(a)) and non-monotonic (figure 3(b))
q(r)-profiles. These measurements were performed with a
19-channel 2D camera detecting nuclear gamma-rays born in
the reaction 9 Be (4 He, nγ )12 C between ≈1.9 MeV (peak crosssection) ions of 4 He and Be impurity [6] with an integration
time of 1 s. The measured profiles agree well with the
topology of fast ion orbits in positive (banana-shape) and
strongly reversed shear (vertical drift through the plasma
centre) discharges in figures 4(a) and (b) correspondingly. The
somewhat hollow profile of 4 He fast ions in figure 4(a) is also
confirmed by observations of unstable TAEs with negative
toroidal mode numbers, n = −1, −2 driven by a reverse
gradient of the fast ion pressure. The hollowness of the fast
4
He profile is attributed to the use of almost tangential ‘seed’
4
He NBI, whose perpendicular velocity component is small at
the magnetic axis. In this geometry, only the beam at a certain
distance from the magnetic axis can be accelerated through
the finite Larmor radius effect crucial for the 3rd harmonic
ICRF-heating.
In addition to the beam 4 He ions, some parasitic absorption
of ICRH power was caused by the 3rd ICRH harmonic
of thermal deuterium minority ions with density nD /ne ≈
10%. The combined effect of 4 He beam and D minority
acceleration with ICRH has allowed a demonstration for
the first time simultaneous measurements of spatial profiles

of fast 4 He with E  1.7 MeV (figure 3(a)) and fast D
ions with E  500 keV (figure 3(c)) with the gamma-ray
tomography. These types of fast ions are highly relevant
for the ITER scenarios, in which 1 MeV deuterium negative
NBI will co-exist with fusion-born α-particles. These proofof-principle simultaneous measurements of fast D and 4 He
ions performed in a neutron-free environment are strongly
encouraging for further development of radiation-resistant
detectors and neutron filters allowing similar gamma-ray
measurements during DT operation [22].
The 3rd ICRH-harmonic acceleration of a 4 He beam was
found to depend strongly on the beam energy. Figure 5 shows
energy spectra of gamma-ray emission measured in identical
helium JET discharges, but with a single NBI source of 4 He
changed from 110 to 70 keV. It is seen that such substitution
does not affect the spectral line of gamma-rays at 3.1 MeV,
which is caused by fast minority deuterium colliding with
carbon. At the same time, the spectral line of 4.44 MeV
gamma-ray emission caused by 4 He with E  1.7 MeV
colliding with Be impurity is only seen in the discharge
with 110 keV, while the discharge with 70 keV NBI has a
much weaker intensity of this line. This observation is
in good agreement with the previously published results on
comparison of ICRH acceleration of 120 keV and 70 keV 4 He
beams [5].
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Although JET was not equipped with lost fast ion
diagnostics, a significant flux of escaping fast 4 He ions could
be deduced from experimentally observed severe hot spots
seen as regions of bright visible light coming mostly from
the equatorial zone of poloidal limiters, about 20 cm in size.
A scan of the plasma currents through the range IPmax = 1.5–
2 MA (for B0 = 2.2 T) was performed to determine the current
needed to moderate fast ion losses. A tolerable level of the
losses (such that the hot spots were only present at heatprotected plates of the wall) was found only at the highest
current scanned, 2 MA. This relatively high current needed
for moderating the orbit losses could be explained by a lowcurrent region/current hole of radius up to rCH ≈ 0.2a existing
in these reversed-shear discharges, and thus re-normalizing
critical value of the total current as [17]

mono
0.55
·
I
[MA]
µi E [MeV]
1.4
crit
∼
∼
Icrit [MA] =
√
=
Zi
R0 /a
1 − rCH /a
×

1−

1
.
√
rCH /a

(1)

With the 2D gamma-ray tomography, it was also possible to
observe a time-averaged (integration time 1 s) effect of the
q = 1 sawtooth oscillations on the radial profile of 4 He
ions. It was found that a transition from non-sawtoothing to
sawtoothing plasma broadens the radial profile of the fast ions
by ∼5–10 cm. In the case of the SRS sawteeth, a tendency to a
better confinement of fast ions was observed after the transition
from the SRS-sawtoothing plasma to non-sawtoothing plasma,
but a higher number of gamma-ray counts is needed in order
to justify such effect statistically.

3. TAE-induced losses of ICRH-accelerated protons
with E > 5 MeV on JET
A search for TAE-induced losses of ICRF-accelerated ions has
been performed with the use of gamma-ray diagnostics for JET
discharges with hydrogen minority ICRF-heating, which is the
most common and well-established scenario on JET. In the
past, significant losses of ICRH-accelerated fast protons and
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Figure 5. Gamma-ray spectra recorded in JET discharges with
identical plasma parameters, but with different energy ‘seed’
4
He NBI (110 and 70 keV). The main spectral lines correspond to
gamma-ray emission from 4 He (E > 1.7 MeV) + Be and
from D (E > 500 keV) + C reactions.
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Figure 6. Intensity of gamma-rays born in nuclear reactions
between fast H and C as measured with vertical gamma-ray
spectrometer in JET plasma. The shaded areas mark
gamma-degradation periods.

degradation of total plasma energy content caused by the socalled ‘tornado’ modes at the TAE-frequency range were first
detected on JT-60U and reported in [23]. A neutron counter
was used on JT-60U in order to measure the time evolution
of the fast protons with energy E  3 MeV from the nuclear
reaction 11 B(p, n)11 C. Conclusions on significant loss of fast
ions were then drawn based on the observed loss of monster
sawtooth stabilization by the fast ions during TAE and tornado
mode activity on DIII-D [24, 25] and on TFTR [26]. More
recently, tornado modes were observed for the first time on
JET. These were identified as core-localized TAEs [27], and
the condition for their existence within the q = 1 radius was
identified to be: r(q = 1)/R0 < S, where r(q = 1) is the
minor radius at which magnetic surface q = 1 is localized,
S is the magnetic shear at q = 1, and R0 is the major radius of
the magnetic axis [28].
Fast particle losses/redistribution similar to these observed
on JT-60U and deduced on TFTR and DIII-D were found on
JET as a significant (by a factor of two) decrease of gammaray emission coming from the nuclear reaction 12 C(p, p γ )12 C
during the combined activity of tornado (inside the q = 1
radius) and TAE (outside the q = 1 radius). Here, the gammaray emission is induced by protons accelerated with ICRF
minority heating up to the energy range >5 MeV. Figure 6
shows a sudden and significant decrease of the intensity of the
gamma-ray emission observed with gamma-spectrometer in
JET discharge (pulse #60195) with B0 = 2.7 T, IP ≈ 2 MA,
at t ≈ 10.5 s and t ≈ 12 s. The decrease of the gamma-ray
intensity starts during a sawtooth-free period at steady-state
ICRF heating, about 0.5–1 s before monster sawtooth crashes
as seen in figure 7. It correlates in time with tornado modes and
TAEs detected with external magnetic pick-up coils as figures 8
and 9 show. Two different sets of modes in figures 8 and 9 are
the TAEs with nearly constant frequencies and the tornado
modes with frequencies sweeping down as q(0) decreases.
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tornadoes as function of time and frequency (first shaded time
interval in figure 7).

Analysis of the AE spectrum in the reconstructed
equilibrium was performed with the ideal MHD MISHKA
code [29], and the computed eigenfunctions of the AEs with
toroidal mode numbers matching observed modes at t = 13 s
are shown in figure 10. One can see that the combination of the
TAEs inside the q = 1 radius (tornado) and outside the q = 1
radius form a TAE-‘corridor’ that spreads from the central
to a half-radius of the plasma. Prompt losses of the trapped
protons with E > 5 MeV with orbit width up to f /a  0.5
(figure 11) significantly enhanced by the TAEs are considered
a primary channel of the proton losses in this case, and the
relevant modelling of such losses will be published elsewhere.

4. Time-resolved measurements of ICRFaccelerated 3 He ions with E > 500 keV on JET
In order to study coupling between fast ions and AEs in the
regime of small drift orbits of fast ions, f /a ≈ 0.1  1,
relevant for ITER-type machines, JET developed a scenario
for AEs excited with ICRF-accelerated 3 He minority in 4 He
plasma. Fast 3 He ions with energy as low as 500 keV can
interact with C and Be impurities and generate gamma-rays
through nuclear reactions much more numerous than 4 He [6].
Due to the high intensity of this gamma-ray emission from 3 He,
time-resolved measurements of fast 3 He become possible. The
choice of a helium plasma instead of deuterium was determined
by two main reasons. First, for similar ion temperatures,
4
He thermal ions have lower speed than deuterium thermal
ions so that the ion Landau damping of AEs due to the
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Figure 11. Orbits of 5 MeV protons accelerated with on-axis ICRH
in JET discharge #60195.
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Figure 12. Top: intensity of gamma-rays born in nuclear reactions
between fast 3 He and Be as measured with vertical gamma-ray
camera (channel 11 is at the inner side of the torus and channel 19 at
the outer side). Bottom: Magnetic spectrogram showing ACs, TAEs
and EAEs excited by fast 3 He ions at the time of measurements of
the 3 He profile (discharge #63099).

Vi = VA /3 resonance is exponentially smaller for AEs in
4
He plasma. Second, the low level of neutrons makes the
gamma-ray measurements nearly noise-free, so better quality
gamma-ray images of the fast 3 He ions with time resolution
up to 10 ms, could be obtained.
Figure 12 shows simultaneous measurements of the AE
activity in the frequency range up to 450 kHz with Mirnov coil,
together with the intensity of gamma-ray emission measured
by the vertical gamma-ray camera in JET helium discharge
#63099. In this discharge, the magnetic field and maximum
plasma current were B = 3.3 T, I = 2.3 MA, respectively,
electron temperature and density were Te (0) ≈ 6.5 keV,
1174

ne (0) ≈ 2.5 × 1019 m−3 , and the plasma composition was
4
He : D = 91% : 9%. LHCD power of 1.7 MW was applied
during the current ramp-up phase in order to obtain a reversed
shear magnetic configuration, and ICRF power of 5 MW
was applied for the on-axis heating of 3 He minority ions.
Notches in the ICRF power from 5 MW down to 1 MW were
performed in this discharge in order to observe both the decay
and increase of the 3 He fast ion population with E > 500 keV
on the gamma-ray diagnostics. It is seen in figure 12 that
numerous AEs of different types were excited in this discharge:
ACs, TAEs and EAEs. The notches in ICRF power affect
significantly both the gamma-ray emission from 3 He ions, and
the AEs, but different AEs are affected somewhat differently.
Figure 13 shows that a sharp decrease in intensity of gammaray emission from 3 He with E > 500 keV is well correlated
with the disappearance of the TAE modes. However, the ACs
with frequencies approaching the TAE persist during the time
of the notch in ICRF power, when no 3 He ions are detected with
the gamma-ray camera. This indicates that the AC instability is
caused by 3 He ions with energies lower than 500 keV, in some
correspondence with the observation of ACs on JET and on
DIII-D driven with sub-Alfvénic NBI [30]. In spite of the high
amplitude AE activity in the whole frequency range covered
by the MHD diagnostics, the time-resolved measurements of
3
He with E > 500 keV detected no notable degradation of
gamma-ray emission due to any of the AEs observed in these
discharges with the orbit widths f /a  1.

5. Grassy sawteeth in low-density JET discharges
Fast particles play a major role in the q = 1 sawtooth
stabilization, and the effect of α-particles on sawteeth in
burning plasma is one of the most important problems of
burning plasma [31]. It was discovered some time ago on JET
19 −3
that in plasmas of low density, ne  ncrit
e ≈ 2 × 10 m , with
high-power ICRF-heating the ICRH-accelerated ions fail to
stabilize sawteeth even though the fast ion energy content could
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Figure 14. Te measured with ECE in (a) JET discharge #62465, (b) #62478 (+90˚ ICRH phasing), (c) #62479 (−90˚ ICRH phasing).
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be comparable to that of thermal plasma [8]. With the plasma
density decreasing, discharges change abruptly from the usual
monster sawtooth regime to a regime with very short period
and more chaotic ‘grassy’ sawteeth as soon as the threshold in
density is passed. These grassy sawteeth are accompanied
by higher-frequency activity, n = 1 fishbone-like modes
[32, 33] and AEs. Possible explanations for the loss of fast
ion stabilizing effect were searched for and the orbit width of
the fast ions exceeding the q = 1 radius [33] and possible
generation of supra-thermal electrons during sawtooth crashes
similar to [34] were identified as the main density-dependent
effects. In order to investigate these effects, dedicated
experiments were performed in JET low-density plasmas with
high power, P > 4 MW, ICRF-heating of hydrogen minority
ions. The effect of fast ion profiles on sawteeth was studied
with on- and off-axis ICRH and with ICRH launched coand counter-current. Figures 14(a)–(c) show typical time
traces of electron temperature in JET discharges with ICRF
hydrogen minority heating with (a) dipole; (b) +90˚ phasing
of the ICRH antenna and (c) −90˚ phasing. The wave with
+90˚ phasing corresponds to the co-current direction and it
generates a more peaked radial profile of fast ions with higher
temperature [35, 36], while the wave launched in the countercurrent direction (−90˚) produces a flattish radial profile of
the fast ions with lower temperature. In all three cases
sawteeth with periods shorter than monster sawtooth period
were obtained, in spite of the different radial profiles and
temperatures of fast ions. However, these three cases show
a distinctly different behaviour of the cold kink perturbation
(seen as oscillatory structure) and cannot be counted as a single
grassy sawtooth phenomenon and should be studied separately.
Although the grassy sawteeth were found to be very
sensitive to the details of fast ion profiles, it was difficult
to associate the very sharp density threshold triggering the
transition to grassy sawteeth in terms of values associated with
fast ions such as the slowing down time of these ions. The
only phenomenon with which the sharp transition to grassy
sawteeth was found to correlate was the intensity of FEB
emission from the central region of the plasma, as figure 15
shows. Measurements of supra-thermal electron emission in
the energy range from 150 to 450 keV were made with FEB
camera with the lines-of-sight through the central region of
the plasma at 90˚ angle with respect to the magnetic axis.
These measurements show a significant increase of the suprathermal electron emission just before the transition to grassy
sawteeth. Bursts of supra-thermal ECE emission are also
seen during the sawtooth crashes. Estimates show that in
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7

8
Time (s)

9

10

Figure 15. Waveform of ICRH power, central electron density,
central electron temperature and intensity of FEB emission
integrated in the energy range 150–225 keV for central channel 3 of
the horizontal FEB camera.

these low-density high-temperature discharges the electric
field was close to the critical field for the runaway electrons,
E ≈ Ecrit , so the sawtooth crashes could affect the runaways
by generating electric field comparable to the near-threshold
value Ecrit − E. The observations of the enhanced FEB
emission indicate that supra-thermal electrons may carry a
significant current in the vicinity of the q = 1 magnetic flux
surface and play a role in sawtooth dynamics, which was never
investigated in the past and may constitute a new problem in
this field.

6. AEs in high-β spherical tokamaks
Very important data on fast ion-driven modes have been
obtained on the spherical tokamak MAST. The low toroidal
magnetic field, B < 0.5 T, of the spherical tokamaks (STs)
makes MAST a perfect test bed for studying energetic particle
driven modes due to the super-Alfvénic nature of NBI at
energy as low as 30 keV [11]. Many Alfvén instabilities
excited by NBI-produced energetic ions have been observed on
MAST: fixed-frequency modes in the TAE and EAE frequency
ranges, frequency-sweeping ‘chirping’ modes similar to these
observed on DIII-D [9] and on START [10], fishbones,
and modes with frequencies above the AE frequency range.
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Figure 16. On START, the chirping mode amplitude decreases as β
increases. Different colours indicate different discharges and data
for several modes per discharge are plotted.

where ε = r/R0 ;  is the Shafranov shift derivative  ;
S is the magnetic shear value and α = −R0 q 2 dβ/dr is the
normalized pressure gradient, and the signs + and − correspond
to the upper core-localized TAE and the lower core-localized
TAE [27] correspondingly.
The importance of fast-ion driven instabilities in burning
plasma spherical tokamaks, which would necessarily operate
in high-β regimes, has to be further investigated both
experimentally and theoretically although it is expected that
many of the numerous energetic-particle-driven instabilities
observed at low-β in present-day machines will be absent in
the higher-β burning plasma devices.

mode ampl., a.u.

0.1 0
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5
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Figure 17. Dependence on β of the maximum amplitude in a single
burst of chirping modes, in NBI discharges on MAST.

The key ratio that determines the perturbative versus nonperturbative type of the mode βfast /βthermal , in ST can be higher
than that usually obtained in other tokamaks. The record
value of volume-averaged β ∼
= 40%, achieved in START NBIheated plasmas, and the concept of high-β burning plasma STs
being considered [37] make it necessary to consider the role of
thermal and fast ions in the electromagnetic instabilities. The
problem of a dominant fast ion driven instability at high-β was
assessed on MAST experimentally and a similar analysis of
earlier data from START was performed. The data show that
the two major pressure-gradient driven fast ion instabilities,
core-localized TAEs and chirping modes decrease both in
mode amplitudes and in the number of unstable modes with
increasing β [11]. On START, the chirping mode amplitude
decreases as β increases, as figure 16 shows. Chirping modes
disappear as β increases and they have not been observed
in high-β discharges. The initial increase of the mode
amplitude with β-increase is caused by the increase in the
fast ion pressure. Figure 17 shows that a similar tendency
to the chirping mode disappearance at higher β is observed
on MAST.
Theoretical consideration of the pressure effect on TAEmodes was investigated in [11]. It was shown that the
experimentally observed β-threshold for the observations of
core-localized TAE can be explained by the pressure effect on
the existence of TAEs. The suppression of the core-localized
TAEs by high plasma pressure happens close to the threshold
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In order to assess the capabilities of investigating some
important problems relevant for future burning plasma devices
on present-day devices, a number of experiments were
performed on JET and MAST. The problem of exploiting
the existing facilities for studying fast particles required
both the development of new scenarios and investigation
of previously unexplored data relevant for fast particle
physics. A survey of the experiments devoted to fast
particles on present-day tokamaks JET and MAST presented
here demonstrates several important avenues along which
the preparation to the real burning plasma experiment may
proceed.
Direct measurements of profiles and energy spectra of
4
He, 3 He, D and H ions accelerated with ICRF were performed
on JET with gamma-ray diagnostics [6]. Alpha tail production
using the 3rd harmonic ICRF-heating of 4 He beam ions in
4
He plasmas has been employed for studies of the gammaray diagnostics of 4 He ions in the megaelectronvolts energy
range in a ‘neutron-free’ environment, in plasmas with
monotonic and non-monotonic q(r)-profiles. Simultaneous
measurements of spatial profiles of fast 4 He and fast D ions
relevant to ITER were performed for the first time and they
were found to be in agreement with the theory of fast ion orbits
in positive and strongly reversed magnetic shear discharges.
A strong decrease of gamma-ray emission caused by
ICRF-accelerated protons with energy exceeding 5 MeV was
detected during the tornado mode activity on JET. Although
similar data have been earlier reported from JT-60U, DIII-D
and TFTR machines, this is the first observation of such a
phenomenon on JET. The gamma-ray decrease is interpreted
as tornado-enhancement of prompt orbit loss of fast ions with
orbit width comparable to the minor radius of the machine.
Time-resolved measurements of fast 3 He ion profiles were
performed in the opposite limit of fast ion orbit width much
smaller than the minor radius with a time resolution of up
to 10 ms. These data allow assessment of (a) the stability of
the excited modes based on the measured profiles and (b) the
coupling between Alfvén modes with different frequencies and
the fast ions.
The effects of ICRH-accelerated ions and supra-thermal
electrons on sawteeth of very short periods (grassy sawteeth)
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and their transition to monster sawteeth at increasing plasma
density were experimentally assessed. The effect of fast ion
profiles on sawteeth was studied with ICRF waves launched
co- and counter-current.
Data on fast ion-driven modes in the tight aspect ratio
MAST and START experiments with super-Alfvénic NBI
show that core-localized TAEs and chirping modes decrease
both in the mode amplitudes and in the number of unstable
modes with increasing β. A very interesting and important
problem of the hierarchy between different types of fastion driven instabilities in burning plasma STs, which would
necessarily operate in high-β regimes, arises and should be
investigated further both experimentally and theoretically.
Together with the full-scale DT experiments with real
α-particles, which demonstrated plasma heating by the αparticles [38], investigated ion–cyclotron [39] and Alfvén [40]
instabilities driven by α-particles, and established the knock-on
effects caused by α-particles [41], the experiments described
here provide an important milestone in further planning of
developing diagnostics and directions for experimental and
theoretical studies aiming at the burning plasma.
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